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l.~l /¢ , : , , t~ ,  be an arid~itetic r,.' lation.'We show lhat ~'x)(3y)R(x.  y) hold'; in the 
:l:illul.,ct~c i~Is if alld only i~ il hold,~ in the inte~,:rs with .'an a~mo.,~ arithm,~.tie co..a~bi~mtori~-I 
$~o1"~'~ fu;~cdo:~. Our preof uses model fl~¢oretie methods mainly developed by A. Mosto,w. ki. 
' lhc restd! gencraIi.z.es to u variables and to various fragments o[ Ihe aiilhmeli¢ i~ols_ 
I .  inla'oductio~ 
tn this paper we use Ehreufeucht-Mostowski methods (cf. [3]) to solve aa 
outsta,:ding problem ia '.he theory o[ isols. Let ,'o b, the non-negative.integers, it 
rite iso~, and for any set S and.k <,~ let x~S be the k-fold direct power of S..Let 
.R ¢- x~*t~o~ Any function /':x~o----,~.~ such that (~ ~ex~o)Rfx ,  f(x.)) is said• to 
~,:-s¢c6o~ R (uote that we sometimes write R(x, y) instead of (x, y)~ R). Then we 
have 
Theorem .l. . I f  R G x~+~a is a re, cttrsive relation and ~x ~ XkA)(":'ly E -"I)/'~AIx, y) ,  
then R has an almost combinatorial x-section..  
Theorem 1 is flawed in that it only provides a necessat3' condit ionfor ,'Vx~ 
XkA)(-']y ~ ,'! ). R.t (x, y). A sufficient conditicn would be that R is-",<-se.:tioneci, by 
an ,almost recurs.ire c0mbilialorial.fuuc!i0'n. HoweyeJ', c.:espite all our effortswe 
have t,6~ been able to show that this"condition is also nec, essary..That i  might be 
necegs~,t); is suggested by a result Of Ne¢ode. He shows inj6 ] tha i i f /~ _~ ×~'? ~to is 
a reeu!sive relation which alsq.satisfies the unicitv :¢bnditibri that-for each x ~ x~~ 
thei'e is id most One. y,z/o L,~ticli th:,'it R(x, y), .t.hen. (Vx ~ XkA)(3y E A)Rt(x, y.) if 
a[i,loi!Jy if R hes-an aliv.ost rectirs'.iv.e'comb!hgtbrial.x-secti0n. A way out o[ our 
dilemma is to reAativi'.,e.:ite isols. For any K ~_ ~.let us.r:~lat~vize is0f theory to ~< b~, 
rcpl'acin~, all r,,~eurgi~e;netio|isby corresponding K-recursi~,¢ ones.. In this way .we 
oblain the"~-isols, A~ l:ei o" ~'~o be a com-plete ,,~z 0 s,:i. Then we fiave . " : " 
• . - . . . .  - .  . . . . . . .  . 
'Theorem 2. I f .  R ~ ×k,..:t,o " is "a iecursice, relation, and "~ is:K-rec;:rsive, then 
0¢x ~ x.J'A~)(:lv E~I,)R,~, (x, y) .i,f. at,d: o,tly" i f -R.has an aimost ~-recursire c6i7i- 
• . ,  . t  , - . . . ,  . . . .  . . , 
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Theorem 2 is also flawed bee:',use R i:. a recursive, relati0.',i even .th0ugh.tlle rest 
of our theot T has been r,lativized to t,-. Tiffs is easily rectifie d by still another 
relativization of the. isols, the ariYamet/c isols, AA-/el. [7]). Theti we have 
"£heorem 3, ff R_~>:~'+'., is a:, ariYm,etic relatio,,, the,( 
,Ia)R.~.,(.¢., y) if amt only i[ R It.is an alnzost arit'm:etic combin,~toriai ×-section. 
We shall content ourselves with a proof of Yncorem 2. Nothing is lost by taking 
k = 1, so for notational simplicity we stay in the [-dimensional case. Our proof of 
Theorem 2 depends on a eombinatori:fl len;ma which essentially has nothing to ¢o 
with, the isols. It is proved by using Ehrenfeucht-Mosto-vski methods. For the 
sake of the reader who is interested in ho-v these methods can be used to solve, a 
recttrsion theoretic .';robletn. but who is unfamiliar with the t¢-isois, we shall 
briefly summarize their theory. 
2. tc-isols 
We use lower case Greek letters to denote ~,:ts of integers. The only exceptions 
Ere 8f for the domaia and pf for the range ol -', function f. If o.. 13_ fa then a is 
~-#'ccursiw'ly eq.iv,lh.m to [3 (or---.~) if there ,'xists a one-oue ~-partial recursive 
-unction p such tlwt a~.bp and n[a]=; B where p[tv]=~i~(x):xce. }. (c~)~-'- 
{~:a  .-%/3} is the t~-rccursit,~" cquicalcm:e tyl,c of ~. tt is ~-isolatcd if a has no 
infinite ~-rccorsivcly enumerable st, bset and (a) ,  is a ~-isof if a is ~:-isolated. A, 
is the set of all ~-isols. When ,¢ = to these arc the ordinary isols which were 
discovered by Dekker iu 1955 (of. [2]). 
Every function f :~o~,  can be represented in the fo rm/ (x )= x--..q(j), • sum,ua- 
tion on i, where cd is a ratior, al integer (positive, negalive, or zero) and (i') is the 
number of combinations of x things taken i at a time. f is c, JmMmuorlal if each 
c, ; :0  and r-recursire combimm:rial if iu addition f is K-recursive. When ,~ = to 
these are the ordinary recursive combilmtorial fut~ctious which were discovered by 
Myhill in 1958 (cf. [5]). 
For any set S let (S) ¢'' be the set 'of  all finite subsets of S and let Isl be the 
eardinalitv of S. Wrke S,-,--S, if Is,,I = ISd. A ftmt'tion ~ :(oJ) .... .-~. (toY"" i.s called 
an operator. It is monotonic if e: ~: !J ---- ~,~(~) .~ ¢(13), is "mvdtiplica:it,,: if ~p(~t F1/3) = 
~(,r)FIq,(D). and is .(mwtk, md if a ; /3 - ' - t .~(c t ) -~( )3 ) ,  h is a combi,mtorial. 
oWrator if it is n,onototiic, multiplicative a,:d funetiollal. It is eas.,,"to show that 
any combinatorial operator has a quasi.int,,.irse fu::ctlon ". 
q -t :  U{q~(a) : ,x ¢ (to) ":'+} ---+ (eJ)"'* 
with the property that x~,~(ct) if 'and only i~ ~- t (x )_~,~. .~ ,.; e.-rccursit:e 
combinatorial if in addition ~ is tc-rci:ursive, lri this case ~" t.'~,iJl, b/: a ~-t~mtk~l 
recursive fm=ction. . . . . -  .. : 
• ' .  . - :. -' . .2"l~r ~heo:-~, ef ;.~,~..~.~. . ' ' ' ' ' .275 
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• .. Eve~fuhc i iona I  bperator .~ it{du(es a function ) :to....---, ~,~. ace0i:ding to 
.l¢(a.)l for a e (+,;)<'.~. Myhil! has.sliown (cf.. [5]) .that a.function/. is con~bina, orial if 
,'ind. only if it i.~ induced bY a combina.torial 0pera!or ,~. Moreover .t" is. ~c-recursive 
i[ and .on ly i f  ¢ is ~-recursive. ' . . " 
Let i t' be' the power set of to. A corab[natorial operator ¢ can be exte ~decl.~,o all 
of P by'deli~:ing ~_.,.,,--.t~~.-- U{ ,~(a) :c~(~Y"  } , . , ,  . for each ~P.  By using Myfiill's 
methods (cf. [5]) we then shm~" that any ~-reeursive comb';notarial.function f ca,  
be extended to a function ~,  :A~ --> ,'L:by defining ./..~.((~)~)= (.~,~(v,)), ~'~hcre ~p is 
~;Lv ~:-recursive combinato~Sal operator indt,eing.[ and -,; is e.ny element in (~), 
(note that .f.~, exteuds / because we can identify (a) ,  and I-I £or c~ e_ (w)<'~). 
We use the convention that any c~ ¢ x"P  is written in the fo,-m ~ = (r~,~, c~). If 
ct. lti, "~ ×"P put c~ ^ ./3 = "I' if a~ f'l/~ = 3': for i<2 ,  and a ~</3 if ,a,~ /3~ for i<2 .  A 
frao,e is a set r rc  ~-'t,.,~<~ such that if .a ~ F and /3 ~ F. zhen a ^/J ~ F. F,3r each 
fra,'aae F let F*={a: (q~3~F)a~/3} .  We then define a ,~unction Ce:F;'-->F by 
letting C~(a-) = ~.,.if c~ ~-/a. F a~,,t (V/~ a F)(a ~ 19 ~.t,----~/~ = y). F is a ~-rect~rsioe 
frame if in addition/v:, is ~-recu;.'sively enumerable and Cr is a ~-partial recursive 
function. }:inally, if R_~ x-'w, thou .F is .an R-frame if it is a frame and C~c~ 
~'3R(Io,,I.i-,i). When ~=to  these ,are the ordinary recursive frame notions 
discovered by Nerode in 1961 (of: [6]). 
A frame F can be extended to all o f  x :P  by. letting tj ~.,~/(F) if 
for each .~  x~-P. ,~I(F) also has file property that if .~e ,.~/(F) and "0 e ,~(F), then 
~^ ~ ~ ,¢/(b-). By using the meth.ods of Nerede (eL 1"6]) we can then show tha: ar.y 
relation R~_xZ~ can be ex:ended to a relation R.~ c_xZ.,L by clef'taint; 
• "C  
1".~,((-~,,)~, ( .- l ) ,) i f  (~1o, 7ll).C-~(/O x~qlere F is any t¢-recursive R-frame and "0, is 
al,v element .in (~:~), for i<2  (note that R.~,. extends R bee-',use .~./(F)FI 
xz(co) ":~'= F. for any frame /O. 
In this section we have relati~ized.to K, Myhill's extension to A of any unary 
reeursive combinatorial funetio,~ and Nerode's exlension to x2A of any binary 
relation on ,~: We have been explicit about this because these are ,h~. notions used 
in Theotem 2. Actually the general theory is ab!e to handle k-ary functions and 
relations. 
'We say that f :  o~---~'¢o is almost-~-recursive con~binatorial if there is an -m < o~ 
and a ~-re.curs!ve. c0n}binatgri~l-g"~ucil that (Vx ~aJ)(f(x + m)-v g(x)). These are 
extende d to A, by  letting .f£(xY= [(x) for .x  ~ ~.~ .and-..f..~.(X) = g,~.(x- m) for 
~X ~, t~ -~ .  An imp0rtailt result of Ne~:.0de(cf,: [6]) i'¢.that i[ R _c_ X2~,~ is a recursive 
relat'ol'l bud. [-:.'~ ~ a, "is .an ahnosi recil,rsiv=, coml,inatorial function, .then ~x 
to) R(x,f(x))'if and only if ('v'x g ,,t)R ,(x,.ft(x)).-Ilu t the  Obvious relati~ization to z. 
oi this:resul¢ give s.the.:easy I~alf of TI)ec.;rem 2. \:or. lf  R~x~a. i s .  .  reeursive (a 
fortiori k-re(}ursive) and.has~xri almos} n-:'ec~{rsiv~ combi,~atorial ×-section f, then 
. ' .~ . "  . : - . .  . . - ' . .  . ' . ' .  . . : -  .- : t , . . . :  - i . ' . "  : - 
note that in this direction no use is made of the. face that tr i~ ~:-,,ccursive. Our  
contribution to Theorem 2 'o the converse. . . 
3.  Mode ls  
Let ~[ = (A . . . .  ) be a system with not:-emp~y universe A havhno idist[ng~f~shed 
relations, functions, ard (individual) eenstants. The ty.n-,- of ~l[ is ~ l:,sfiil~ of ~h~ 
number ::nd :,.rv-uess of these relatio~s, functit,ns, a11t'i ¢o~':.¢,,ants. If "3.~ (/'1 . . . .  "t is 
~lso a syste~l:, then 1| i:- a std,Sx.,stct:l of "~,~ 111 c. ~ it" l| and '~.~ have tl'.o s::me type'. 
A ~ B, the relations and/uncl ioas of ~1 are the restriclions to A of those of "~..", 
and the constants ?I are the s.,.me as those of '~.'~. If S_~ B, then ~i i: a subs)stem of 
ge:xerated by S if ~[ is the .~ mallest subsystem of "~ who.~e universe co.trains S. If 
this happeJas and $[ = "~. then we say that S gent'rolcs ~.q. "2~ is an e-tensio, l of ~11 if 
.°1 is a su0systena o[ ~:~. These rtotlons, subsystem ar..d extension, are not to be 
confused with ~I is "~ r,'d:t,'tio~J of .~:t if "21 is ebzained from X~ by deleting some 
(possibly nor.e or all) of the relations, fuaetiorts or constants from ~ and 5~ is an 
expa~sio~ of ~.i ii ~[ is a red,orion o[ k'q. 
Let I..(~tl be a first order language wkh equality satiable for dis/:usshag PI.. Let 
r(v,+ . . . . .  c~_~) be a term of 1.(.~t) and Let ,r(r, . . . . .  try.. ~) be a formula of L(~I). 
both of whose free variables are contained am,nag v, . . . . .  v.~..~. If a ~ .~A,  tt~en 
"r"~(a) is the denotation of r in 91 when the a~ are assigned• to the t,~ and 91 ~¢(a)  
means that ¢ is true iu '2[ when ;.he a, are assigned to the t~. TI~c theory o~ ~I 
(Th(f[')) is the set of sentences o[ 1.('~I) which arc true in ~L If S~A,  then 
(¢.'[, a),,,~s is the expansion olq,~i~,:d frt:.u L~I b v "dding each element of S as :a 
constant. Pl is an elementary subsystem of 'Z t ('2i <~)  if ~I ~- o.~ and Th('2I. a),,~..x.= 
Th(~.  d).~..-..~. *,~:~ is an elemente,.~ exw,sion of ~ ff "2[ is an elementary subsystem of 
~.  7l is a ~kly system if for e~ery [orinula ~(~-'o . . . . .  ~h,) of 1.(?l) there is a term 
r(v,~ . . . . .  o~_]) of L(~|) such that Th tPl) toni:fins the unb.'crsal close, re of 
(::It;~)~  ~(~0 . . . . .  t:~_ ~. r). 
In [~)] i~. is shown that 
if ~aI ~= "' , _~ and ~, is tidy, then P I<~ . . . .  (I) 
• . - .  . 
Let .9'= (S, <)  be. it I~ncar orderb.~g. For each k < ~o Ic'l [Y']~ be thc'.~et of Ib6s~: 
s--= (so . . . . .  s~,_,)t~ x~S such tha! s..~: s, ft~r i-::j, i.e., ll-~e set of ii~-re:,sin/i k:tUlJles 
of elem~:nts from S..~9" is indiseer~mbic i¢ 1] is"~S~.A ' had for  every fo~:mula 
ettq . . . . . .  v, . , )  or L(~20 and s, t eEg"] "~ we. have-~71i,,~(s) i f~ud only i~.~?tl~0). ~f. 
imtiscernibly generates ~lif  Y isindiscerfiible if ~T and S gcnerateS"~. ~ is a itcat 
syste:_-n if ~l is tidy and every a ~ A.is a cons,ant of P[. Finailv, ~et'~ - (Q, <) .be  
the rational numbers  wit11 their canonical inear ordering. \V, ~ sketCl:i tIiefoJloWi;lg 
result of Ehrenfeucht and Mostowski (cf. [311. ' -  .:" i'- .-'" : ."  i .-? -?. : i .  ' 
. : ; . ,  . .  . . . . .  . , . . .  
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Lemma 1, If .~3"/s: ~i :ne~t .systc)n fiai~it~g an i~fit':ire~niverse,"thcn ~ ha:; ,'an 
e!e~:en~o.~)', exte~sior~ [" ~,,hich is i,discernib~y "generated b)" °.2 (or c.~ isor,~ori,ld¢ 
. .  . . . ' .  - . .  . 
cop)" o/ .~) . : . . . . .  " - ' .-. 
" . .  . .  . - . . 
Proof. Witfi0ut loss .of ge~iera~itv we. ~:ssume that B f"l Q -- 12. For each b • B let b 
be a ~er.,~ 0f L(~)?w!:ich tlcnotes b h i ~,. To L(~) add a ne:v constant q for each 
q • O. I _etT be TI'.(~'I plus ~.!1 seulences having fine form 
l,~:q, for l ' ,qeQ but l,#O, (2; 
a~d all sentences hr, vi,~g !he [onu 
¢(po,.. .- ,  pi~-~) ~ .~(q,~ . . . . .  q~..O {3} 
where ,~(~.,,,, . , v~.  0 i sa  fon~ula of I_(~) and p ,q~[9]  ~. By i:era~ion of 
Ran~sey's flaeorcm (el. [8]) T i:. consistent (el. [3]). Let ~* be a model of T.where 
• .~  - . . 
we have arranged tb.ings o ~hat in ~ ' ,  the denotation of b is b for each b ~ B :,rid 
the denotation 6f q is rl for each q ~ Q. The sentertces (2) insure that Q can be so 
imbedded. Let ~[~'.be the subsystem 'of ~* generated by. ~ and let ~i be the 
reduction of ','7* t:3 ihe' language L(~). Clearly O generate.s ~1[, and by (3) ~ does • 
so. i:~dlscernibly. ~!1" <'~* by (1) since ~* is tidy, and hence 93 <,%L 
For the presen: let ,~1, ~3 be the systems g!ven in Lemma 1. Let edbe the set of 
(order) autom0rphisms of .9.. and let rr• ~. F_.ach eh:ment x • A can be expressed 
in the form x=r  tqo . . . . .  ~k-t) where r(vo . . . . .  ok_,) is a term of L(~I) and 
q ~: [;-~]". We may extend 77" to all of ,'~. by defini-.~. 
rr. (x) = .r~'f(w(qo) . . . . .  ~r(q:~_ 0)- (4) 
:r is then a well-defined automorpllism of ~'t because :2 indiscernibly generates ~L 
For a • (O) <'' let 
~{,',) = {~ • ~d: (Vx  e a)~rCx) = x}, 
and l-"t 
• E (c~)  = Ix ~ A : (V,r  - 'gCa)),-rCx) = x}. 
Each x•A is in some E(z). In fact for the k mentioned in (4-) takeb:= 
{qo . . . . .  q~.~}. The s!:agle most important result tl:at We n,~Ed for x--r.ectiening is
ix'lama 2. l fa ,#•(O)  "~', t l ;enE(ot)NE(I})=E(af' lg:) .  "'" 
• - . . . ~ . .  . .. ' "  . .  . . ~ " . . " 
Pro i ,  L '~ has agroul~ slrdctu'e under composition of fi:r,.ctions. I f ' i~o and rg, are 
subgroups ,,f .<,q let ~0(~.  ~t:/lie s.ubgroal~ ofeg. which is generated by ~ou ~g~. 
Eacl( elenl¢ n) ol 'go(9~3~ a,f b 8 .expressed as a l'inlte colnposition 0~ eleme~is :of 
~doLl~t;' Itf [4] Mostowski Shows that : i f ,  or, " <*' ' ' " ' /3 • (Q). , t,len. ~(o0~ ~(/3)-  
..~S(a Op). Thus E(a) ~ E(/3) ~ E(,~ ¢3/3).Tli-~ eon,~;erse is i a~-mediate b caUSe E(~i 
. . . .  . : . . . . -  ' .  ; . . .  . . . 
?is mtanolonic On ~. .  : . . . .  -" --" " :,- ; ..-:.: .. -' - . 
. ,  . . . . . .  . - . " . . : "  . . .  . ' . ' . ' . ' .=~ . " . .  , .  - . - . . .  . . . .  " . .  . . .  . . . . . . .  
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4.  Combinalorles . ,': .., 
• - .  . - . .  . - .  . 
" " . . '  )1 i , ,  Lemma 3 (x-scc.',ion), Let R ___ x-a~ m' ,,' " ' " "  ~ ,.-,,,, r, s~,:,, thai {:,;: R(a'. ~; fie:~re fo: 
infinitely many, x. If F~x: (~)  <'" is a): R-fr ,  ime s,ic',z" ' .that Og,~(~.a)< '~) 
(3/3 ~ (~)<~')(a, fl) e I¢.. the,. we ear .  ~nd an R-£-ame Go ant; ,a  combinatorial 
. . . - . , -  • 
operator-t)o sud: that (Vae  (o)<')(u,':/io(a:))E Go: ' -.. .' 
• ,. )._. , ~ Proof. Let ~ ~ (eJ) <'*. Then there is a ~ ~ (to) "=~ such flint ,~, ~).~ F. (ca ;~ (a.. 
and Itence (o;,.O)~F a. Let ,,,(a) be the se¢cmd compee, ent c,(' C-,(,v.;O. 'lb,,',~ 
¢ : (¢~)"' -> (~o)"" is a monotonic opc, rator such tha; (V,~ ~ (t.aj':")(a', ~(a)) ~: J:. 
Let ZFC be the axioms of Zermclo-Fr:w,~kel set theory plus the axiom o~ 
choice. Let ~ be a neat countable transitive model of ZFC which contains R, F, 
and ,p. Such a ~:t can be obtained by starting with a countable transitive model ~ ,  
of ZFC which contains R, F and ~, attd then taking the ani~erse of Y$~ to be those 
elements of Bo which in tl.e sense of '.~,~ aro ,hcreditariiy ordinal dcfinab'e front 
the transitive closure of {R, E ¢ ' .  o.., is neat because B has a wel'I-ordering Which 
is definable in ']3. We shall use the elements of Bas  terms of Lt~) which denote 
themselves. 
Let 
'~O <? I  (5) 
be it~diseernibly generated by ~. Moreover we require that-each ;l e O be a 
non-negative integer in ;I,.e sense el; '2[ ar.d that the rational ordering of Q in ~. 
agrees with the ~.-ordering of O in ~I. This cm~ be accomi~lished by taking T of 
Lemma I to contain not only the sen~enccs (2) but also all seiitet~ces of the form 
p ¢ q ^  q c: to where p, q ~. Q with p < q. LcmIna I is undisturbed by this modific't- 
lion. 
For each ct ~ (A) <" there is a unique a ~ A such that 
(Vx ~ A)(x ~ a i f f  s2l II-x ~ a). (6'1 
This follows from (5) because $* satisfies the :~xioms of nnordcred pair,~ and 
extensionalit3,, a given in (6) will be denoted by d,. ht almost the same way we 
prove 
t , , i :  ,, i~T "~v l~ l  =- , ,  ... (7) 
whenever ¢~ ¢ (A)  ..... a.~d n ~ (o. Let  W= {x ~ A :.~'~x e ~,,}. These are. ihe t.on- 
negative integers in the -_:ens=' ot ,e'l. e'learly ,,, U O_&, W, 
Let 
G={(ao, ctt):oto~.(Q) .... & (, c ( %V)-:..- & ~t I: (rio; ¢~i,i ¢d F}i .. 
• . . . .  = . . -  
Note that although F denotes • itself in ?t, ii- may contain extra • nonsianda/d 
elements in the seas;.' of ~1".. It follows front '.(6) that•ff  ,x. ~, y ~(A)""¢ then 
• . . ' : .  . "  . . ~  . . . . "  . '  .af't,8=:yiff.~2II=&f'l/3=:~..But .: : --...: . . . .  .. -...- . . . .  : - - .  
• . .  . .  . . • . . . - %  . . .  
~'~(V i , , , , r i ) ( ,o~F ,~t , t~F ; - , (~o ,~r . )~19 . .  . :  . :  . . . . . .  
~l',~e d:zory o[ isels 279 
t?y i5) m:d hc . .nce  
: : eeO&/3eO • . . . .2-" (~  ^/3)  ~ G-  " 
• . .  . . . . . ' .  . .  
O ti, er :cc.nsequence.~ of  (51' are " 
- .. . ,  , . , 
• ' : " , r , i~tvg , , , : . , ,O( ( t ,o ,~, , )~v~N( I t ,o l , . I v , I ) ) ,  
" .  "2  " 
as well as 
R(m, n) i l l  ~ l l :  R(,:,, n) 
for m. ,~ ~ ~o. "Fhcri.'fore 
( -o ,  - , )  ~ O --, r¢ (I,,ol, io ,I) 
- . . -  . . .  
. . . . ' -  




(~  1) 
by (7), (9), and (10).. 
For a- ~. (O) .... and ,8 ~ ('W) <:" put t..,'sLa) =/3 if Z k',p(&) = ,8. (,~ is a function 
because 
~! '~ (We,,  ~,:, v:)(,~(vo) = v, ,', ¢(v,..)= v:--" o, = v:) 
by (5) and ,t =/3 iff ?i k,'; =.8 fro a, f l~(A)  <'~' by (6). We are going ta show that 
the domain of @ is all 0f (O) <'. Choose am_/3e(O) <" so that {y: R(I/3], y)} is 
f inite,bounded say by n ~ aJ. Then by (5) mid (7), 
vt i: (vt,,)(R(k~l, v,)---, I od~ h). (12) 
But ~i ~- (Vv)e (a0"~")(vo, ,~(Vo)) ~ F. by (5) aud hence 
because ~l}/3 ~ (m) "~'''. It follows from (9), (12), and (13) that ~2~ i = Ic.¢{./3)I~.n and 
hence 
'JI .~ 1~ (J)l ~"  (14) 
bccat'se ?1 k- ~ £- ~ by (6) and 
~l ~ ~vo,  t,, ~ 0o)':*')(oo_= o, -> ¢(Uo)__m ,~ (o,)) ( !5)  
by (5). It is nothard to show that f~r ail a~A there is'a 7e(A)  <~' such that 
~ t~(I,fl~-" --; ,, = ~), . . . . .  . .(16) 
qhus ~21~|,¢(J'1;:-~, by. (1,1) and (175].. Clearly ~,~(W)'c° 'beeause ~"  
0ft, u e ((L,).~.~')~(eo)e (to) "~*' by (5) and hence @(or)= T. This completes our proof 
that 'i.":.. "i ': . " '" ' .  '. " . . . .  :. . . . : '  ' :.".. '~.:-.' -'..ii." ." ~" 
• . . .  ' . .  . . . .  . --  . . . . . . . . .  . 
• ,~,:.(O) "~ ~(w) ' : - i  ~ . : - . . : :  " . . . . .  .(~7) • . - . ' :  . . : . ' .  . . . .  . .  . . 
. . . .  . - .  
It-also follows' fr,'m~'(6) and (115)th,at " "  ' " --;.: . . " : : 
" " " " " : - " - ' " " "  : " "  r . "  . ' ' "  " . " " .  i . -  " .  ' - . .  " .  . . "  
' . . . .  ' : '  . . . . .  " ' ' ' " :' " . . . .  " '(18) .::  -. . . . .c~ ~_ /3..implie,s..,O(et)~_ ~(/3) i'. ,-.. : " .i~ --'-..:' . ":.. " :.. " :- ' 
. . . . . . -  . , -  -~  . . -  . . .  
. .  " s )  . .  • '~S0 1!: E~.,',,P::~ 
for m ~-(O5 ~,  and from (13) that 
(a'. q.'(a:)) ~: G .' : (19) 
for a e (O'l <~' ' .  
Let Z=U{~'(a):a~(05"'}. (Q.Z) .E~¢(G)-by (I~) and (19). Le t | J , (a l=  
E(a) f'l Z where 'E  is the ftmction mentioned in Lemma 2. First it is clear fr0m the 
nature of E that : "  
a_~!3 implies ~,(a)_= ~(~) (20) 
for a.. ~E(OI ' : ' .  We claim tha~ .~(,~)is finite. Choose a '~/3c{O)  .... such that 
{y:R([3i, y)} is finite, bounded say by n ~:,o. By (205 il ~Yill sultice it) ~how that 
t~(13) is finite. Suppose not and let ,~ ~_ ~'(3) 
elements. From (17) m:d (.185 it 1"ol~ows that 
~ ~-<¢'"  0(1")). Then ,~,L(~. d )~(~.¢(~) )  
,°[1=(~. g)£-F'* by ti3) and there are a. b~ A 
9[l=(a, b)~('~, ~(-~)) and hence by I,;4) there 
a A 1; = b. Thus we have shown that 
be finite but contain more than n 
there is a 3 ~- 1' ~ (Q)<~' such that 
by (6) and the definition o1" @. 
such that ~1 I= G.(/3, g) =(a.  b). But 
are p, re (A)  ~'~ such that ~1 t-:.tl = 
65 3_ct2~-}. (ii) a -~¢ '~( 'D ,  (ill) (p_,,;)eF (2t) 
are a!! true ia 4 .  Now each e lemen of gl is in E(/3) and fi is definable in t2I from 
these finitely many elements. Since "~(3) is dosed under definability in ~( w¢ have 
i3EE(/3). Also 3~-0(3)~E(3) a'al ,3is finite so geE(3) .  Moreover the CF 
eper:.tion is definable ia ?1 so (}i. ¢'J ~" E(~) and t:ence f ie  E(t3)i No;,v/3 _~ t~ ~ Y c 
O by t6) and (210)). If there is an x~t . t -3  theu by using th.. ~' fact that .°I has a 
definable well-ordering we can specify in ~[ that x i,~ the kth e~et'aenl of ,~ in this 
well-mdering for some I~ ¢ to. So x ,.~ E(/3). But x ~ O- /3  which is a contradiction 
beca|,se we can ahvays find a -,-'r,~ S(3) which |noves x. Thus g =/3- From (21(iii)) 
it follows tl'..ut (.8, v) ~ 13 and from (21 (iiS) flint n < lal ~ M which contradicts (1 i) 
z nd our choice of n. Thus ~/¢(~1 is fl, jte and 
O:(O)<., "7 <,~ - ,  (~) . (22)  
It follows almos! immediately that 
(a. q~(-)) ¢ G (23) 
for all a,~ (O) <'''. For in the preceding proof, that @(/3) is finite lake 8 ~-0(/3). If 
there is an x ~. v -  Or/3) then x a E(./3) as before, But v U O(T)-.q Z ,~i~d I:enee 
x a 0(3) by definition ot" 0 which is a contradlclion. Thus (23) holds for /3 by  
{2V!;:)) Th,. same proof ~ork..: for an arbitrary ~ ~.~ beca~:se tl~e co|idilion the 
{y : R(I31, )'5} be finite was only ~,st'd to ~how 01at ,!,(¢;) was finiie. . . .. '- - - 
Let o¢, I~ ~ (Q)"'L I t . fo l lows [:'ore (20) 0K}f..i!,(~ O. {l)~_ q,(.~):f'l ¢,(/3): .'the ~n-  
verse inclusion is a consequence' of L emma 2 because X~q,(,)f~ q~(3)implies, tliat 
x~Zand x~E(a)f'lE(3)=E(~Cll9 ).Thus. ' . . '  . . . . . . .  ' .... ' ' 
n/3) =0(o:) ' '  .. : , . . . . . . . ,  : 2. : .. . 
"lT:e thc,~ry efL~ols 2g 1 
' o r  ,~ ,  f f  ~ . (O)"~< . ~ . .  . . .. " .  . . 
• Nox~i sut~pos6 that c~, j3 ~ (O) ~'~_ and a ~/31 Let~-z. ~ map .a 0at0./3.-Bediusc..~ 
,~ an aut0tn0rpfiism?of ,~it is 6ne:one: We cl~im..thht. ~ maps ~(-)o.,:to.,b(/3)..Let 
~;-E(~i) and. let h e ~(.t3). Then .rr-.t£,r ~:~(a) sO 'rr-VArr(x) = x: Thus. A-rr(x)"-" 
~(x) for any  A ~.~'(fl) Which pe is  z-ix] e E(/3).. Now.suF3pose that x e Z. I'hen 
~: e .~(y). f6r some 7 • (O)<". It foliows from .~he.definitioi:. of cb tlmt ?/.t:x e ~,'('~). 
theft ,~2l I~ ,-r(x)e ¢(~r(~')) since ,a'~ ~ and leaves tl,e elements of the base model 9J 
~sucl~as ¢) fixed. It is clear that ~('~) = g h~r some 8 ~ (O)':" so lhat ~(x) ~ cz~(6). 
l'hus ~x~ Z. This implies tha~ "it maps ~(a) into ~(~). The same argument with 
,'r replaced by ,-r" shows Ih-~t his map is onto. Thus 
a ~.~ implies d,(a)~ g'(~) (25) 
~or a, p e (O)<'~. 
Since t,.') is countably in~,nite. (17) imp!ies that Z is at most cot, arable. I~ Z is 
finite then expand it to make it eountably infinite. Let [:~o--~ O and g :o~-> Z 
bo-h be one-one and on,'o. Let 
Go = {(a0, o:t) :ao, cq a (a0 <~' &/([~o], gin.I) E G} - . 
and for a', .,.q ~ (~a) ":~' put ,/,o(a) = ~3 if q~(/'[a]) = g[.S]. Go is an R-frame by (8) and 
(11), ,~bo is a comb[aatodal op, rator by (20), 122), (24); and (25). ,p~ x-sections Go 
by (23). 
5.  Gcner lc i~ '  
Recall th:n P was tile power set of ~. For disjoint ~, /3 ~. (co) <'" let N(c~, ~) = 
{~p:~& ,5Q/3 = ~t}. We topologize P I:-y using the N(a, 13) as a neighbor- 
hood ~vstem. 
Let iM: e) be a countable transitive medel ol "ZFC which contains ,a Since all 
models Used ia this s~.ction are of this type we mpprcss lhe c syml;ol and simply 
re[er to the model as M. Let MIni be the smallest countable transitive model of 
ZFC which satisfies M LI {tj} c: M[~] for ~'e P. In general M[~] Will reqdire ordi na!s 
t~ot in M,.but for a special class of .£ the generic ~ M and M[~'I will have the same 
0rdinals. We shall not spell out the defiriit!0,1 Of .-eneric seis, buSstate ~everal oI~ 
their prdpcrties which >v!ll. be used in this secti0tl. They are (el. [i]) 
(1)-:le. set i of ~P  which are generic overl M is.dense in P, i.e.,, every- 
tleighborhood of P contains n eeneric-~, .lad . . . . . . .  : . 
(ii) if .~ ¢ P is gene~c !over: M-fi n.d M[!I] I ~q~ (~)., where ~(vo) is -a Set ,.heoretic 
'sentence possibl~' .o3niaining. t 0nstants:den0ting"elemetltg ,of ~L the n..therd ~is a 
neighbodmod N(tt; ~) such .that ~ e N(~xi/3)and M[~q V,  (~'l for every generic 
~'e:N(,,f i~. . : . . : :  i::. .i: . "  ' ...~ii :-:: . :::i.. -. - ' ..: . . :  
,/, is a partial @eralor if c~ isa function" whose domain and range are containcd 
• " "~ '< ' "  " " ' ' ' - '  " " " - -  " " " : " . i :  ' - - ? " .  : - .  " ' " : "  : 
f l i t  I .,. . . . . .? : .... . . . : 
"~ ,q" I'..". ~" . . . . .  
• ' i i  
• i . i i  • i ,  " • I I i  I • 
Lemma 4. It" .~ is gc~zer~c et'er M m:d .~~ ~[ is','-f~,~rtial O~r~f~6r ~,ich-that 
. . . - . - . . 
(.~)':~' _~ ,$q ~,M ~[(,f)<'~ . (.~)~"~: then :~er~ i.~ a ne;.gl~bor?:ood N(a', ~) J~;¢h.tl~,t for 
all 3'~N(ct, {3)f'l(~) <°" we h.are..y~8~ nd ¢(y)=_1", " :. . . . .  .' 
• • i i ,  i i I I i i i  
. '  . . . .  " .  - . -  . - - 
Proof. A property is absolt!t~ o~'er a medel whenever it h0!ds.in the. model if and 
only if it holds ir[ :the teal world. Byabsoiu.*.eness " ' . ' 
,,~ ' . -~  , . , . , :~ ' !  ~ - '~t : . , .  
Hence there is a nclghb~3rhood N(a./:I'1 st~']~ ]hat 
for every generic .~'~ N(~,/~). Agaitt by absoluteness this implies that 
~r{ ¢')-:,,,'1 ~ ~ e"~':,o t~ .  ~-~.-.~ (27) 
for ever,,, .eeneric ~'= . -N(e..[~). if y,~N(tr,/3)~(¢a) <*' and "rdt~c. choose generic 
~'~N(1".13L But this contradicts (26). If ~(3')~3' choose generic ~'~ 
N(a.,,/3U(~-.-(y)- y)). But this coutradicts (2TI. 
Lctnma 5. Let ~ be generic orer M. 
(i) .~ is a~: it~atire ~-isolared set. 
(ii) I[ R~x:w is ,'~ relaffon such thor (~y~A,)R~.((g) , .  y). the~ tho'e is a 
u-rect.,rsive R-frame F and a ,wighl,o:hcod N(o... [~) sttch tha! (:1,5 6 (o,) "~'') (~, ,51 
F [or eeery ~,~ N(,,/-.') O (:o)'"'". 
.~'rooL If ~ is finite then ~ = y [or some -~'E M, By absolutez,.ess M[,f] I: ~ =1' and 
hence there is a neighL, orhood N(ot,/3) such that M[¢:] I=- ~:'= ,y for eve R' generic 
~,'c N(a', ;3). Again b~- absolutcnes~ .. 
~'=1' (2,~ 
for ever), generic ~'~N(a',[3). Pick any xs~o-(1'U/3):~tld cht, ose ~ener ie~'c 
N(txU{x}.B). But this cent~'adicts (28).. Now .suppose th=,t ..e..13ad infinite' ~¢: 
recursivcl.v e~lumerable subset ,5: Since ~: ~z M sO does & .lUst as abo;,,e "~ ;~ t5 _ ~ and 
i • 1 i I • 
hence there is a n,aighborhood N(a,,~) such that .. " - 
Ii . . . .  • 
,5 _~ ~' '.  : (29)  
, i  : i  • 
for every genetic ~:'~ N(~. ~ ). l.ct x ~ S -. r~- and chc~se e.eneri,: ~' e. N(cf. t(~ u [x j ) . "  -~ 
But this conlt'adi,:'.s (29). We ha~e., i~:ovcd (i)..By.~he hYl~.,thesis o1" (.ii) there is a 
~-isolated ~ P anti 'a ~-recu,'sive-le,.fi!'me..F such that (~,"O)~M(P). Tl/en 
(y, 13: e 1~~ for evc!'y 1' ~ (E) <*' Define-~.,(-),) to. be file first component 0[ C~(y,0~. 
for .  v ¢ (~)":': The n. ~ i.~ a partial oper.',to r ' wlLidr satisfic.~' (~)~'." _= S~(~:arid 
~p[(,~)="]_~ 0j)~. ''. But ~:e M .and consequently, so d o E.and .~. Sie.ce y ~~'('r) fqr.;: 
3' e tS~, Lemma'- 4 gives a .neighl~orlio0d : N(*, ~):-sue~ that :  ¢(1'.) ".-.'. "~ for .1' ~" 
N(a,/~) I"l(~a)<% But this implies that C;.v(-,,, ~1) has tlie f0rnl (-v~.,~)e F fo r  s,,i:ti 'v. 
I i  I • : " " I ' I - - ' I  I I I  I I . '  I ,  " • I I " ' " -- 
• ' 77w tl,~ rv of ~so!s " . 2113 
, . . .  , . . 
• : . . ' . .  . . . .  . . . . / .  . . . 
t 
: . . . .  , ' . . .  , .  . 
6.  -Conclusion " : '" ' " ' ' " - "  - . . . . -..,-.~ . -+. :- , . .  ........:.-,... , . . - -  :- 
• . . . . .  : . "  . : .  . . - .  . : . . . - 
. . . .  - . .  • 
Reca,l~.lhat ~r:was Our Complete X~ Jet... ' ... . . . .  
: . . .  t .  : . -  . " " - 
Leknma •.6, I f  Ric_ xZ(v. is ..: .'rc'cursh,e relaff~),,:: s'.tch, f ta t  {y: P,(x, y)} is -fini~¢ "'for 
i.,;fi!.~itch.,,tmzny X.6t.~d R h~:s"ac~rn~b;:tato'rial .×'-section, then R has a er:recursit:e 
" ~'oml6:~})tor,:al .×'-section. : '  . 
l 'rooL Let Seq.be the set of all fi,.,ite sequ~ ,:¢e.-= of i:on-r~egative integers and let 
U, o range over Seq. If h = (u0, . . . .  u,,_,) ~:Seq put ]t,] = i~.. Partial lyorder Seq by 
defining r~ ~ o if +i is an initial segmenl, vr v. In th~s case we say that v is aa 
exteusfou o; u. iA tree is a noa-en',pty set T_c. Seq such that if tt < v ~ T, then u ~ T. 
For ,+ ~Seq deline a function .f,,wi~h (~[,, = I.I bY L(x)= Z.,(;). summation on i, 
for x < M. Fix T= {u :(Vx <lul)R(x, L~(x))} and let-T,.= {u ~ T: lu l - -  n}. Clearly T 
is a recursive tree. T~ is nori-emp.ty f0r+every n.becaus e .  R has a combinatorial 
×-scctioa and 7", is finite for.infinitely many n because {y:R(x, y)} is finite for 
infinitely many x. Let 
and "r,~ =(, ,  ~ : r * :M = ,+}. -r* is clearly a t reeand siuee the claase defining T*  is 
i,t V3 form T* is ,r-re<:ursive as Well. We claim that for aft '~  
For choose m > k such that T,,, is ~nite. Now n m T* and herice has an extension 
in T, for e very n ~ m. Sflace' T,,. is.linite, '~i. nms¢ have an exterlsion, w ~ T,., which 
has an exte~fsion.:in T,, .for every n~)~:~-Then w.~ T~,;", and o = therestr ict ionof W 
to'~-I- 1 satisfies (30). " 
T'o complelt: our proof start with.t ,o)~ To*, ahd given ~(~.)~~ let u ('i~n ~e the 
~-  . ~ . 
fi~:st, i~, +'+ ~.; t.~: T ,  +~, which 0cct/rs in sorae'(r-recutsi'~elv ~',umerat~le ehume}ation 
of .T*. By '(30):thi s. prbc, es.~ never:-tei'n~ina!es .and we. arrive at a sequence 
(uo'+:n ~ ~,,).-crrrecursix;e' in. t t : 'Lct  b+ .be- the..ith element of.  u t++ '> and let f (x)  =" 
.~'cA'~): summat[0;~ onl i. f wiU be'~our 0--recui-siv.= co:nbiiiat0rial x-sectii)n of-R. + 
- -  ' " = . .-(}.: . - : . . i " + : . . . . . .  .- 
• . . . - . 
l+emm~ 7. g . )~ ~ x'~o is a " n'cursioe ~relation, ~ .is : ~- recw:sive. .a!~d.. (~ X ~ A~) 
) . . . n?  ~ .. :(3 y ~'.i, )R,i, (x, .y), then R.i}as tin. almost.)c-rccio,ilt~ comb~ator ia l  ×-s~;':tion. 
• . . . . .  . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . , "  . 
. . .  . . , . .  . , . ....: .. ... . . . :  . . : '~  . . . . . . . .  .+-. . . . . .  
: Pr'Ool~( I[' th+re+'is"an . i ieger n. suchtia~it .0tY ~ ~)-~ Rir~ then bY. re!afi:~iza+ion 
t o h- o[ a rc.;~ult.ot~+Nerode(cL [6]),(Vy ~A, )sR , ; , (n ,y )  which c0nt~adJetS I bur 
IWi~oth6sis. Thus". - ' . . . . .  i' ! - .'.'.. • . . ;'- . . ." " i , -  . '  '. " ". 
Suppose/ih},t b! '  R (X2 y}}?is..jt~fiiiite fbt.ail but finitely ;mh'ny xi Choose k:k-~<o.suct~ 
-thai {i;} R(-r2:i:)]: i£:igfinit,:' for all 'x ~ k:'Defind'.S(x;.y)?iff. ~(Xi:Ck,"y):' %en..:S iS: 
".~q .. 4 1-'..-E!!~,r.¢;+¢~ ' : 
rec'.:rsive at:d O'.*"Six,)')] isTinlinite fee at lx .  We d:fi.ne :a.'rt:eursi~'e (a ,orti0ri 
i;-recursive)L combinatorial X-SEcdort- ~' foi" S. asfol lows: Sxipl)ose~-tlia.t:.~ve have 
defined g(x) for  ~: < h so  th::t.(V..x <,t iS(£"g(x)) .  a,xd g: has tL combinatorii',] 
extension. L;et.g'= g U{(n, z)} where z • {y !R0t-)')}. Since the loiter set ~s-infit,ite 
• . . . . 
we may.choose z in it s 9 that :g'.has..,'i c0nxbhmiori:il exte;ision. CIE:{dy the:who}e 
process never  term.;nateg and-is recursive. Define. f b.,-" .R(x, f:~ ~))-for.x.  <.k arid 
[(x + k)= s(X) for all x. Clearly/'-is almost recursive cor.lbi:mto:,ala'rtd x-sectio,~s 
R by (31) and RCv.-(-k,f(x+k)) iff Six.[(x ~-k)).iff S(x, g(x~). 
The interesti;~g case occur_~ ',~.h2n {y : R(.x; y)} is fit'ite for it',fitx~t.ely m:l{~)- x,l,et 
/vl be a count,able transitive model:)[ ZFC whi 'h contMns ~,- and let ~ be ge~neric 
over M. By Lemma 5(i).(.~)...is a ~-~sol ,'ind so.t3y~,t,)R.~,((~),,y~ b  our 
hypc, thesis. By Lemma 5(ii) there is a ~-recur~i:.e R-f lame F and a nei~hborho6d 
N(~,/3) .such that (38 • (o£Y~*')(-F, 5) ~ F for every y c- N(~a.,/.3) fq(~)': ' .  l.ct !r be a 
one-one function ntapping ra onto , - -  (a U flL Define 
G = {(~,, ~1~ x:(~o~"" ,(ct U l:[r], 8 )•  
and S(x,y) 2if R(x+k,y)  w'aere k=l+l. Give a routine ChEck that G is.an 
S-frame such that (::18 ~ (¢o)":")(~, 8).E G for all -~-~ (o) <*' end that S is a reeursive 
relation such that {y:S(x, y)}.is finite for infinitely many x. By' Lemma 3 there is 
• ",n S-frame G0 and a combinatorial Operator t/,o such that (y, ~'~,,(-,,)) ~ Go for every 
y~((o) <''. But this. implies that S has a combinatorial x-section a,~(I hence by 
Lemma 6 a o'-recursive (6.fortiori ~-recursivc) combinatori:tl x-section g. Define 
f by R(x. f(x)) for x < k and .f(.x" + k) = g(x) for all x. Then just as iu the first part 
of our prool" [ is au almost ~-recur~ivc comb{n,ttorial x-section of R. 
l_x'mma 7 gives half of our proof of lqtcorem 2. The other half was given at ihe 
end of Section 2. Theorems I and 3 .aTe.easily .seet~. tO follow from our lemmas. 
"l'heo~em 1 even holds when A in-itS hypothesis is replaced.bv Az, tl|e.cosim~!e 
isols. Moreover the x-section .can alwa),s be taken as 0"-reeursive by Uemma.. 6. In 
the last two sections we have-assutaed the existence of a countable iransitive 
model of ZFC. We certainly cannot make this assumptio~t tm the basi,¢ 0f ZFC. 
However if we carefully examine-the proofs of l.emmhs 3-5 we see that only 
models of.a finite fragntent of. ZFC are required and.these can iJe. proved to exist 
ol~ (he basis of ZFC. Thus all .our r~'su!ts are tliec, rems of this'mosi:fainiiiar set 
theory. . , : .: ~: 
• . .  • . . . .  
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